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Feedback from Reading Quiz

I “If I declare an array to be int a[5] = { }, is this
equivalent to int a[5] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}?”

I int a[5] = { } might work, but you shouldn’t use empty
braces like this

I If you don’t want to type all of the 0’s, you can use
int a[5] = {0}

I “What is the point of [arrays]?”
I One example: let’s say I want to read 1000 numbers from the

user and sort them, all without using arrays. How can we do
this?



What are Arrays?

I Array: data structure containing values (elements) all of the
same type

I A one-dimensional array is a row of data

I To declare an array ”vals” to hold 5 int values:

int vals[5];

I We access the elements of the array using indices from 0 to 4

I e.g. vals[0], vals[1], vals[2], vals[3], vals[4]

I But the elements are not initialized

Index 0 1 2 3 4
Element X X X X X



What are Arrays?...

I If we access an element that has not been initialized, we get
undefined behavior

I If we access an element that is out-of-bounds, we get
undefined behavior

I We use elements of an array just like regular variables

I e.g. vals[2] = 8 sets the third element of vals to 8



ConcepTest

What is the value of a[4] after the following code runs?

int a[5];

a[1] = 5;

a[2] = 4;

a[4] = a[2] + 1;

I A. 5

I B. 9

I C. 4

I D. 1



Arrays and For-loops

I If an array has n elements, it’s indices go from 0 to n-1

I A for-loop is often used to access all array elements

int vals[10];

for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)

... do something with vals[i]



ConcepTest
Here is the outline of a program that reads N numbers from the
user. What code should replace //Loop if we want to print those
numbers in reverse?

int a[N], i;

for (i = 0; i < N; i++)

scanf("%d", &a[i]);

//Loop

I A.
for (i = N; i >= 0; i--)

printf(" %d", a[i]);
I B.

for (i = N - 1; i >= 0; i--)

printf(" %d", a[i]);
I C.

for (i = N; i > 0; i--)

printf(" %d", a[i-1]);

I D. All of the above
I E. B and C only



Initializing Arrays

I When we declare a scalar (non-array) variable, we can
initialize it at the same time

I e.g. int i = 5;

I We can do similarly for arrays
I e.g. int fives[] = {5, 10, 15, 20};

I We did not provide the number of elements in the square
brackets, so C figures it out from the length of the initializer

I If we provide the number of elements in square brackets, but
do not provide enough elements in the initializer, C fills the
remaining elements with 0



ConcepTest

Which of the following can be used to initialize all five elements of
array a to 0?

I A. int a[0];

I B. int a[] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0};

I C. int a[] = {0};

I D. All of the above

I E. B and C only


